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REASONING QUIZ 

D.1-5) Study the questions and answer the following 
Fine Debacle Card Hero’ is written as @7E, #4E, $4O,%4D 
Rural Furious Crux Write’ is written as %4X, *5L, #7S, !5E 
Fix Love Dance Port’ is written as ?4E, #3X, &4T, @5E 
 
1) The code for the word ‘Furious’ is 

a) %4X 
b) #7S 
c) *5L 
d) !5E 
e) None of these 
 
2) The code for the word ‘White’ is 
a) %3T 
b) !4E 
c) !5E 
d) #6T 
e) Cannot be determined 
 
3) The code ‘%6E’ denotes which of the following word? 
a) Circle 
b) Right 
c) File 
d) Circus 
e) None of these 
 
4) ‘$’ denotes which letter of the word? 
a) F 
b) D 
C) C 
d) H 
e) E 
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5) What will be the code for ‘Fast Data’? 
a) #3T #4A 
b) #4T @4A 
c) $3A %3D 
d) %4T $4A 
e) None of these 
 
D.6-10) Study the following information arrangement carefully and 
answer the questions given below: 
In a certain Code language, 

‘alarm forest cuddle morning’ is written as ‘%f6 !m7 #a5 @c6’, 
‘sight fire making criticism’ is written as ‘#c9 @f4 %s5 !m6’, 
‘raising centre recent alarm’ is written as ‘@c6 %r6 #a5 !r7’, and 
‘strike arm ignoring sight’ is written as ‘!i8 %s5 @s6 #a3’. 
6) What is the code for ‘raising’? 
a) !r7 
b) @c6 
c) #a5 
d) %r6 

e) Cannot be determined 
 
7) What is the code for ‘fire arm morning’? 
a) @c6 !m6 %s5 
b) #a3 !i8 @c6 
c) @f4 !m7 #a3 
d) None of these 
e) Cannot be determined 
 
8) What does ‘@s6 %s5 !m6’ stand for? 

a) ignoring cuddle forest 
b) sight morning arm 
c) making strike sight 
d) strike raising fire 
e) Cannot be determined 
 
9) What could be the code for ‘surfeit attempt alarm’? 
a) %a6 #a5 @s6 
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b) #a5 %s7 %a7 
c) %s8 #a5 @s4 
d) #a5 #a3 !m4 
e) None of these 
 
10) What is the code for ‘making centre forest’? 
a) !m7 #a5 @c6 
b) %r6 %f6 #c9 
c) !m6 @s6 #a3 
d) %f6 @c6 !m6 

e) Cannot be determined 
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